
This a figment from a 500 page entitled The Combustion Cycle. It contains three giant poems, one 

of which transpires via the voice of an Andean Hill Star, the 2nd largest hummingbird in the world, 

another via the voice of an untouchable, and this part is the voice of an Angolan Shaman.  

 

from On Solar Physiology 

 

"...I 

projected as waste 

as invisible hydrology 

derived 

from monsoon language 

holding inside my body 

galactic vibration by water 

where solar masses flood 

where the body as this functioning 

exists 

being proto-diacritical 

being telepathic lightning furnace 

being feverish skeletal salt 

 

on Earth 

I 

as dangerous supplicant 

as inclement carnivore 

igniting the invisible 

part bird 

part prophet 

part voracious solar singularity 

 

again 

my skin 

the colour of Luanda* 

of the centrality of Lobito * 

being essence of diamond & copper 

woven by subconscious manganese 

by ghostly optical carbon 

 

the values of Lisbon 



the figments from Sao Paulo 

I've ciphered 

& emended their powers through gangrenous neural forms 

so that the Portuguese I once uttered 

now 

a transmogrified cyclonic code 

riven & transmuted via centralized symbology 

 

I think of syllabics struck from Angolan Bantu 

from each mystical trance electrically confined 

to the cruelty that was Salazar* 

to a disabled trading post 

to the brutality of a maize plantation 

 

then the blood letting 

by Neto* 

by Holden Roberto* 

by the carnivorous strivings of Savimbi * 

 

which is part of my proto-neurology 

flecked with mutilations 

burnings 

terrors 

with intensive neuro-fissionings 

reverting to poisonous proto-breathing in the womb 

 

this was the path of my entry on Earth 

as a mixture of terror & lightning 

in the form of bleak avuncular commingling 

 

& me 

 an occult Protaesthesia * 

knowing every mine field 

knowing every law of each explosion 

as dazed agenda 

as general life engulfment 

as stark interior soaring 

 

born 



on a battlefield in Lobito 

my father unknown 

my mother a priestess of botany & dissension 

 

therefore 

I am transfixed as fever 

as compound morphology 

 

because 

I have never mirrored the common populace as one settled in being 

my psyche 

never duly arrayed as memorable daily vibration 

because I was warped & abducted 

by Anglican pronouncement 

by their rancid sums 

by their skilless fount of subjugation 

by their verbal connivance of Galilee 

where they told me God was born 

making me eschew the heavens filled with their vulture's & doves 

with their living lunar corn 

 

I'm thinking of the zodiacs of Hathor* 

 

of  immaculate forces scattered as Rams 

 

I was taught to sunder my Luandan motifs 

 to uphold limit against splendour 

 

yet 

at my core 

I am metempirical 

I am of the race that transcends diurnals scripted by implosion 

being the source of miraculous implosion who reascends as leper 

lifted from tornadic exile 

 

I as leper 

who re-assassinates Savimbi 

who overules vileness 

who de-extends drought 



who curtails the source of violence 

 

I 

of Mount Moco * 

of the Cunene River * 

of the phosphate & bauxite of Kwanza* 

knowing the history of the Mbundo region* 

of the first slave ports at Luanda* 

building roads from dreaded Portuguese gravel 

cultivating maize 

& cassava 

& sissal 

 

I 

absolved of coffee & fish meal 

considered a mystical Mestico * 

being neither farmer or herder 

being a ghostly presence facing the sea opening its waves 

to Sao Paulo * 

to Porto Alegre * 

to Recife * 

to Salvador * 

to Fortaleza* 

 

my eyes appearing as darkened glacial menace 

& by appearing as menace 

I see & understand my brethren nordestinos* their wretched daily life 

their small clay houses 

their collapsing soils 

their strife torn family conditions 

 

& this is how I live as waking anomaly seeing through cancelled thought emission across the gulf of 

seminal thought equators not unlike the telepathy of lions..." 

 

                         Glossary 

 

Lobito- Major port. Second largest city in Angolan. 

 

Salazar- Portuguese Prime Minister from 1932 for the greater part of the next 40 years. He always 



proselytized concerning the nature of African inferiority. 

 

Neto-leader of MPLA formed in 1956. Originally a doctor, Antonio Agosthino studied medicine in 

Portugal. Eventual president of Angola and poet. Supported by Cuba. 

 

Holden Roberto- Leader of FNLA, National Front for the liberation of Angola. Was always at odds 

with Neto. 

 

Savimbi- Leader of UNITA, formed in 1966. Supported by South Africa and conservative forces in 

the West. 

 

Protaesthesia- Primitive "sensory experience." 

 

Hathor-Egyptian goddess. 

 

Mount Moco -Highest point in Angola, 2600 meters high. 

 

Cunene River- In Angola, the "savanna region south of the equatorial forest. " 

 

Mbundu region-Savanna region in Angola. 

 

Luanda-Capatial of Angola. Major port along with Lobito. 

 

Mestico-Offspring of Portuguese males and African women.  Many were prominent in the MPLA. 

 

Sao Paulo/Porto Alegre/Recife/Fortaleza- Cities entwined by the Portuguese slave trade. 

 

nordestinos-Poruguese word that refers to north-eastern Brazil. 
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